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PREFACE. 
This thesis represents an endeavor to collect the 
different concepts of co-operation and through synthesis 
to obtain a broad comprehensive view of it. In addition 
to this I wished, if possible, to ascertain the line of 
its future development as it comes in contact with the 
economic ~nd industrial life of the present day South. 
Following this theoretical study, I have tried to 
depict to the reader, the conditions in the South with their 
principal causes and then the possibility of applying co-
operation as a remedy for the irregularities in the indus-
trial life there. 
I have tried to treat the negro fairly and to give 
him perfedt justice in my application of co-operation as 
a remedy for his needs as a race. My treatment of him as 
an individual has been optimistic when compared with too 
many of his critics. I feel that the negroes as a class, 
strive to do right and to be good. They are imbued with 
more of the beast than the whites and consequently it breaks 
out in more brutal forms among them than among us, but for 
the many good negroes, who overcome these desires, more cre-
dit is to be given for being good than we deserve for our 
~\ efforts to keep up to a high standard of morality. 
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My bibliography consists of those publieations 
that I have quoted from and also those that have indirectly 
influenced rrrr former opinions in regard to the subject matter 
in hand. Many publications are omitted where they are sub-
sequent to or analagous to those given that treat of the 
same thing without making any contribution to the subject. 
I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. Gray 
and the members of the seminar for their helpful suggestions 
and criticisms and especially to Dr. Robinson, my adviser, 
and Dr. Thompson for their assistance with my manuscript 
and bibliography. I wish to extend my thanks to Dr. Wilde 
of the Philosophy Department for his assistance in the pre-
paration of the thesis and to my fellow post graduates who 
have taken an interest in my work. 
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CHAPTER I. 
When we consider the events of the last decade 
in the United States, we are impressed by the movement of 
population from the farms to the cities and villages, on 
the one hand, and the higher cost of food stuffs in the 
cities on the other. 
Upon investigatio~, we find that there are many 
causes prompting the influx of people to the cities. The 
greatest of these are the educational, social, and religi-
ous advantages enjoyed by the city population over those 
enjoyed in the country. 
The lack of these advantages among the producers 
alo~g with the lack of organization which prevents them 
from supplying the cities with good wholesome fruits and 
vegetables directly from their farms is the principal 
cauae of the higher price of produce. 
The producers find that they, individually, have 
been too weak to combat the forces of ·nature, raise their 
crops, and put them in a marketable shape within the reach 
of the consumer. This problem, a very simple one among 
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primitive peoples 1 has become complex today due to the ad-
vanced economical social 1 and industrial state of society. 
When a man could1 by hunting and fishing, provide 
the me~t for his family, while he lets his wife carry the 
water, split the wood1 cultivate the garden, tan the leather 
and make his c1othes 1 there was no need of looking to his 
fellow man for any concerted action to provide these things. 
As population increased, and natural food supplies 
decreaaed1 man was driven to the extremity of work. He 
naturally followed the line of least resistance and grazed 
stock which required the least exertion necessary to provide 
the family with meat and milk for foods and skins for pro-
tection. 
ith this develop~ent and subsequent crowding, man 
turned to the soil for a livlihood. He found that to live 
he must now work hard and long and endure many hardships 
before he could conquer the wild lands and learn how to work 
with nature. It was during this period that man began to 
buy, transport and sell the excess of his harvest 1 taking 
in return those products his neighboring ttibes could spare, 
which he lacked and wanted. Thie was f ouna to be an easier 
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and more desirable method of making a living than by 
tilling the soil. 
Another period ensued \lfhen there was an excess of 
traders, so some of them started to buy the raw materials 
and to transform them into more servicable commodities of 
lees bu.lk and greater value. 
This simple process in turn became complex as the 
purchaser of the raw material had to devote all his time 
to keeping the factory supplied and the seller to dispose 
of the product of many laborers. 
This gave us another class of middle men and to 
these can be added commission men, merchants, clerks, sten-
ographers and the employers of the great transportation cmm- * 
panies who take a percent ofthe goods in their movement from 
producer to consumer. 
All of these trades have become over-crowded and 
to preserve themselves, to survive and maintain control 
of their industries, all have joined together, forming 
effective unions, joint stock companies, eorporations and 
profit sharing institutions. 
Agriculture as a trade never organized itself as 
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a whole, and with but few exceptions, the attempts at 
local organization have been all that were desired. This 
has caused young men to look down upon agriculture and give 
their best energies to some other calling. 
Before the producers can meet t he issues, and com-
bat the great forces that have dictated terms to them, con-
ditions must be brought about, whereby the producer may 
enjoy the ~enefits derived from the high prices paid by the 
consumer, minus a small percentage for tzansportation, pack-
ing, cooling, and distribution • 
. Besides giving the producer of foods a greater 
percentage of profits, society must exalt rather than debase 
him. 
This can only be done by educating and organizing 
the whole community, making a social back ground, that will 
draw rather than dispel those of a more progressive and en-
ergetic nature upon ~hose inventive genius progress depends. 
Now to accomplish this, t here must be methods dif-
fering from the present ones to facilitate distribution and 
to induce the progressive young men to remain on the soil. 
Of grea t importance are the questions as to how he 
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is to raise the produce, through what means it is to be 
marketed and distributed to the consumer and how he is going 
.to store his produce until the consumer is ready for it. 
Before he can carry on his operations he must have some other 
method of financing his undertaking. He must pay his debts 
and purchase those things which the consumer makes and is 
willing to give in exchange for his products. There have 
been many remedies offered and tried. There have been 
corporate bodies that have conducted the great Bonanza farms, 
joint stock companieo and profit sharing farms. 
Another and more promising remedy isthe co-operative 
movement among producers to unite in their efforts to raise 
and place their goods upon the markets and eventually into 
the hands of the c nsumer. 
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CHAPTER II. 
The present meaning of the word co-operation has 
come into use in the last one hundred and fifty.years. 
1. It was Anglesized and used to promote unity among work-
men by a minister in the latter part of the 18th Century 
and cy a layman in the English Government. 
Today we have two concepts of co-operation: first, 
as it merely promotes production and secondly, as it con-
notes the promotion of efficiency and return to the laborers, 
giving them the benefits of the union and division of labor. 
Among the Ancients, the Greeks (2)a had the clearest con-
caption of co-operation. They recognized the value of 
the individual as such in society as a unity. For them 
co-operation comisted of the division of ~laborers among 
artists of the different classes. These were placed under 
t1"0 headings: first there ere the co-operative arts ''hi ch 
............................................................. 
(1) Holyoake, History of Co-operation. Introduction. 
(2)a Plato's Dialogues. Statesman. Section 280 - 4. 
(20b Plato's Dialogues. Republic, Book II Section 376. 
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consisted of the machinery and processes, and secondly the 
c ausal arts, the division and skill of the laborers in bring-
ing new things of a higher form into existence from t he raw 
materials or lower forms. 
In the Republic, Plato emphasizes the advantages 
of division of labor and advocates it. The good of the 
sta te denends upon the most perfect funcioning of eveT r 
part. (t}b 
(3) Our older Economists gave us . a similar definition 
and divided co-operation into three divisions according to 
the three divisions of la .or. The first of these is simple 
co-oper~tion of two or more men working to gether for a 
common purpose as when several unite to move a atone. The 
second is simple division of labor whereby one man makes 
one article which he exchanges for othera that he needs. 
The third and last is complex d i vision of labor where each 
man makes only a small part of an article. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(3) Se~ger, Introd. to Econ. Chap. VIII. 
(4) Palgrave's Dictionary, Vol. I page 40~. 
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Palgrave (4) sums this concept up as, "that part 
of co-operation that indicates certain broadly marked phen-
omena connected ith the automatic development of human com-
munities, of which, hat is most widely known as division 
of labor, is an instance." 
The second concept givsn is •that indicated by the 
deliberate association of individuals to form trading bodies 
on specific principles for there common advantage." 
Holy-oake defines industrial co-operation as the 
equitable division of profits ~ith worker, capitalist, and 
consumer cohcerned in the undertaking. Equitable division 
~eans that all receive profits according to the am~~nt of 
capital invested, grade of labor given, or amou~t of pur-
chases by the consumer in the concer~. 
Of the definitions of the modern co-operative 
concept, Mr. c. R. Fay's (5) is the best for my the~is. 
It combines the broad ideals of community and social life 
. ith the industrial life. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(5) C. R. Fay - Chap. J.. Co-operatioit at home and abroad. 
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His definition is as follows: 
"Co-operation is a working together of individuals who 
are prepared to admit to the benefits of their society on 
proportionately equal terms all those who, bring suitable 
characters, are commercially as weak as or weaker than them-
ael ves." 
According to this definition the society is to be 
an unselfish one and composed of the ~eak. The individual 
is still looking to the self but finds that to deprive his 
neighbor depr~ves himself. The individual is not selfish 
in the narrow meaning of the term, that he covets or envies 
another's property or position. He merely seeks to survive 
and elevate the self, to gain for it the most possible, witho'\.t 
at the same time, preventing others from obtaining the 
same re'vards. 
Co-operative societies of this class are organized 
for the benefit of the individual and assumes a form most 
conducive to the good of the individual'a social environ-
ment. For the wa e earner there are the distributors' or 
consumers• society, for those who wish to save and borrow, 
there are societies of a credit nature, such as the Peoples 
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Banks, and for producers, we have a co-operative society 
whose aim ia to aid production. 
These societies usually limit their number of 
shares to a member and some do not require tbe co-operators 
to hold shares. In case of the latter a membership fee 
is charged to meet expenses. 
Some states have special laws for the incorporation 
of thea~ societies, giving them the advantages of a corpor-
ations perpetual life and power to conduct business as a 
private individual. Some societies have limited liability 
but this is not the rule. The profits of the society are 
divided according to the amount of benefit, the members have 
been to the society. Capital receives a stipulated per 
cent and what rerr.ains over goes to the purchasers in propor-
tion to their consumption or to the producers in proportion 
to the amount they have added to the profit. The Joint 
Stock Co. requires its members to hold shares and divides 
the profit only with stock holders in proportion to the number 
of ehares held. Sometimes the members are allowed to par-
ticipate in the profits according to the amount of their 
purchases by allowing a five or ten percent discount on them. 
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The directors of a Joint Stock Co. are liable 
for fraudulent operations and any stock holder is liable 
for the whole amount as in a partner-ship unless otherwise 
organized under State supervision. 
Joint Stock Companies and partnerships sometimes 
give to the :purchasers and sowetimes to the workers a share 
of the profits derived from the operation of the industry, 
and are known as profit shar:ng institutions. These differ 
from Co-operation in that the share is not given as an in-
centive to thrift for the benefit of the workers, but as 
an insurance. Their motive is to secure steady and effec-
tive production with a view to stimulate it and lower the 
cost of maintaining extra machines and equipment for less 
efficient men. Joint Stock Companies and partnerships were 
not formed primarily to limit their output or control prices 
as do corporations. They aim to make advances in produc-
tion with the view of primarily benefiting the holders of 
stocks. 
The corporation tries +o increase the efficiency 
of production but thru combination, it further manipulates 
-.1 production, so that it can control prices and hold them at 
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.. I 
a certain point that ivee ~~e greatest profit by limiting 
the amount produced. The life of the corporation is per-
pet al unlsae the state annuls its chatter or the state 
loses it identity. This gives the corporation the rights 
of an _ndividual before the la hich purely co-oporative 
aoci does not hola. 
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CHAPTER III. 
Co-operative societies among producers as well as 
among distributors must reckon with the present condition 
of monopoly in some industries and competition in othera. 
Those industries that have a monopoly of the nat-
ural resources which gives rise to their profits cannot be 
called co-operative, even though their members work on the 
co-operative principle for they are not willing to admit 
all on the same basis which they themselves occupy. Where 
two or more corporations unite as ao-operativo members, they 
do not become a co-operative society for their profits de~ 
pend upon what the traffic will bear. Such an organiaation 
becomes a combination with a selfish motive. The object 
is to crush and stifle all competition in order to hold up 
prices. Co-operation does not strive to stifle competition 
but tries to supplant it as much as possible. By stifling 
competition I do not mean to kill or do away with the desire 
to compete by other members of society. A corporation hold-
a monopoly of supply or other advantage in production can 
keep down competition but man will desire to provide himself 
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if he can do it cheaper than the corporation is doing it, 
if given the privilege. With the cooperative society, the 
case is different. Men come together voluntarily to produce 
or procure with least expense and friction those products 
needed for consumption. They are willing to admit others 
on an equal basis ~th themselves at any time so the desire 
for competition is removed and the desire for the most pro-
ductive method takes its place supplanting the old can-
petitive form and eliminating the desire of it from the pro-
ducers'and consumers' minds. It may be objected that men 
will try to compete and drive out hhe co-operative society. 
There will be competition as long as the organization of 
the co-operative societies is ~nefficient and its methods 
are unknown to the producers and consumera. These attempts 
will not come fr~m the producers and consumers to provide 
themselves more economically. They will come from selfish 
promoters who wish to exploit the people for their own gain. 
Cooperation is concerned with only those forms of 
competition that cause wasteful expenditures in the pro-
duction and distri"oution of its goods. If society cares 
more for one article that the co-operators produce at a 
certain price than they do for another at a higher price 
the co-opertors ill produce more of the cheaper article 
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unless a further production of it enhances its price so that 
the substitution is not profitable. 
Such competition is desireable to the producers 
and distributors because they can better serve society and 
different classes of society by measurine and giving due 
preference to their wishes. 
Co-operative societies by establishing systems of 
grading for producers bring about a helpful rivalry or com-
petition between individual producers to raise the ~est pro-
ducts. 
Co-operation must relieve the friction of competi-
tion between markets by so dividing the out going shipments 
to each market that the same price relative to distance and 
cost is maintained in each. This does not involve curtail-
ing production but the finding of the proport i onate amounts 
that each market can dispose of to the same ,advantage as 
its neighbor. 
As for competition between industries for an undue 
share of the capital of the country, co-operation can do 
no more than to organize each so that its efficiency is at 
a maximum. National and racial competition is beyond the 
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scope of co-operative efforts but where two or more races 
inhabit the same land, co-operative societies of each may 
co-operate to the advantage of both. The society of the 
higher race can set an example for the weaker. They may 
even give a helping hand to organize them and in return be 
helped, by helping them to become more efficient and self 
supporting. They may keep two social institutions but 
must have only one industrial order. Production cannot 
be divided and allotted according to the color line. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
In order to eatabl~sh a co-operative society that 
will survive in a community, there must be certain tenden-
cies and desires that fit its members for it. These tenden-
cies are characterized by the different motives that pr~mpt 
men to associate themselves together. First and foremost 
among these is the edonomic motive consisting of the desire 
to encourage saving and thrift, to procure lower prices, 
pure food and full weights, and to institute time and labor 
aaming methods in production. Our most succ ~ asful co-
operative societies consist of slow thinking conservatives, 
painstaking and penny counting men and women, who have suf-
fered hardships at the hands of exacting merchants and money 
lenders. Such members aa these are willing for the sake 
of a higher standard of living, to forget their own indivi-
duality, when by so doing they create a greater social one 
by uniting the many. They ~ust have faith in the members 
of their society and strive to assist them if .hey are 
weaker or live on a lower level. 
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To institute time and labor saving methods, to get 
their produce off in the most acceptable shape, they must 
submit to rules, regulating the society and obey a manager 
as he directs them in the production of any article f or sale. 
These restrictions and rules are not to be interpreted as 
controls over the productionOof sociaty but of the minimum 
amounts that a unit of society can !)rofi tabl~ produ::: e and 
market. Each unit is free to act as it sees fit, provid-
ing it does not injure other local associa tions, and pro-
duce that for which it si best fitted and for which society 
will give the gre~tast returns. This is essential because 
when the local association -1.etermines to raise or proJ.uce 
a certa in commodity or commodities, they must be able to 
consigh shipments acceptable to the purchaser and graded 
to command the highest return. If any member or members 
do not abide by ' hese regulations, the other members ~ho 
do must report them and refuse to take their produce, as 
it will injure the sale of the whole consignment. The 
members must be satisfied to share the profits in due pro-
portion as they have materially helped the society to make it 
To .io ot her"ri oo causes '3 i ther a rupture in the 
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cociety breaking its power or a change from the co-operative 
to a joint stock company as the larger holders grasp up more 
ofthe stock and the weaker members dispose of their shares 
or ~ithdraw their membership. The religious motive has 
shown the possibilities of benefits derived by organization 
and its economic utility in agricultural producti~n. These 
societies have been of short duration unless recruited from 
outside sources because of anti marriage ideas. The Shakers 
are very procperous though declining in numbers and the 
Rappitis of Economy Pa., a very wealthy society are doomed 
to die out and their property · ill probably go to the state. 
Knowledge of agriculture was preserved durjng the dark ages 
by the monks-. The orders of the church of Rome spread this 
knowledge and it ·as not uncommon for the Priest to be a 
first class agriculturalist. The socialistic motive worked 
out in many ways. The French formed societies to promote 
industrial activity and made marriage obligatory. In America. 
societiea have been formed ~ith s cme connubial or domestic 
novelty as a hobby. 
The religious and social motives are exclusi~e and 
clar..nish. Men cannot ~ork together economically and in-
" duetrially when they ~re judging the tenets of their ne.igh-
-22- • 
f 
bor 1 s faith or ~is party affiliations. The motive for sue-
cessful co-opeTation rr.ust ba broad in its conception. It 
m~st work for the enlightenment of all men regardless of 
their race beliefs or 2ocial standing. 
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CHAPTER V. 
The South has an area of 762 785 square miles ex-
tending between the 26th parallel and the Gulf 1 and 103rd 
Meridian and the Atlantic. Physically, it is divided into 
three parts, the hilly Piedmont and Ozark regions, the 
coastal Atlantic and Gulf planins below the fall line, and 
a semitropical strip which borders the Gulf and south At-
lantic shore. There is a very small part of ~outhern Flor-
id.a and Texas of a tropical nature but I shall consider it 
as semitropical for may purpose. 
The hilly region has a climate more akin to the 
' northern states. The vegetation does n-:;t consist of the 
same class as the coastal palins and the semitropical re-
gion. It is also like many of ~he Northern states in that, 
there are no adequate outlets for natural transportation, 
so I shall not include it in my discussion of the South. 
The climate of the coastal plain is one of ·;arm 
days and nights with a great percentage of rainfall in the 
summer. Much of the region is so flat that artificial drain-
gse is required to make the land habitable for the white man. 
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The semitropical region is tempered by the ocean 
and the Gulf and, precente and ideal place for raising veg-
etables and fruits for the winter markets of the North. 
Natural transportation facilities are of the best and the 
Railroads in time may make rates giving the inhabitants the 
same accommodations inland that can be obtained by water 
for coast trading. The drained lands are very futile and 
the other landa thoueh sandy, are profitable under proper 
treatment. There is sufficient timber for the present 
fuel and lumber needs and if the pine is conserved, there 
will be enough for future use. 
The inhabitants of the South differ according to 
color. The whites consisted of Aristocrats, and non-part-
icipantc in Government, in the Ante Bellum days; but today 
there are many northerners within her borders. The negroes 
and mulattoes form in s cme communities the predominant class 
and are a problem in and of themselves. The Asiatics are 
settling in the rice and sugar districts and m~y in time 
become a problem. There are Creoles, Cubans and Mexicans. 
These are not of general importance. What is said of the 
negro will apply to them. Among the Asiatics, co-operation ~ 
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assumes a tyrannical form. The co-operators are slaves 
to their organization and being such will not work as a 
society in harcony with the societies of the whites. (1) 
The political conditions of the ~outh have been 
such as to unite the whites , but alienate the negtoes 
from the Whites as industrial co-workers. Before the war 
the officer holders were aristocrats and slave owners. 
There were plenty of whites who held slaves but these did 
not participate in Politics. They were known as the 
non-participants in Government, but after the war with the 
disfranchisement of the men who aided in the Southern cause, 
there came about a uniting of the various elements of the 
whites to ~ut the negro out of politics. With the 
southern white men out of office and the ignorant negro 
in, the establishment of business was greatl·r hindered. 
At this plbint the North withdrew, leaving the negro in the 
~outh with but few restraints and unfit for freedom. 
The development of the South depends upon the non-
participant, or the common man. It as impossible to en-
force democracy as the North sar it, upon an aristocratic 
South. The common man of the South has attempted to 
.................................... ' ....................... . 
(1) Shinn, Chas. H. -- •co-operation on the Pacific Coast" 
John Hopldne University Studies. Vol 6. p 471. 
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shoulder the responsibility of the negro. The aris-
to crate of the South are willing to do for the negro what 
they can. There is still a love between the races, and 
the old master, because he was the negro's master, still 
feels a responsibility in him. 
The South has been hindered from taking aati ve meas-
ures to advance, because of the critical attitude assumed 
by the North. Instead of criticising the wrongs of the 
South as national questions, they have been blamed on the 
South. 
alone. 
~o today there is a desire in the south to be let 
If the Southerners are to take the responsibibity 
of the final result of every act, they wish to be free to 
devise means of mak"ng it successful. 
The corruption of the South that grew out of the 
effort to prevent the negroes from voting is on the wane. 
Toda· educated negroes are recognized as a factor in poli-
tics, and legislation for their good is of paramount im-
portanpe. The illiterate whites are recognized as an 
object of governmental solicitude. Schools are being es-
tablished for both negroea and whites, as well as stand-
ards of industrial training to make them more efficient. 
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When the confederate soldier went home after the 
war, he was discourgged and handicapped by changed con-
ditions and lack of training, to become efficient workmen. 
The northern soldi~r returned triumphant, to a country with 
established industries calling for men to run them. He 
was trained in the art of working in a trade, or as one of 
a great number in a factory or industry. 
The Southerner had no training in thrift, self-help, 
or co-operative action. He, therefore, made no progress 
when he tried to live his individualistic life without the 
slaves to prop hia lP• Those that were thrifty and wealthy, 
had to contribute heavily to society. Wherever there are 
masses of humanity who make no more than a bare existence, 
society receives nothing from them. (By having two raaee, 
the burdens were doubled when compared to ours.} This 
retarded social advancement and deprived men of an in-
centive to rrake Economic progress. 
The destiny of the South lies in uniting the atrengh 
of the races and the different factions of each, politically 
and economically. They must have a common goal that will 
require co-operation among them. {Education i s the great 
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power that will enoble and uplift a people). 
The South seeing that she cannot become great with 
so large a percent of her opulation illiterate, is recog-
nizing it with open candor and increasing courage. Her 
indifference to it a decade ago was a greater reproach than 
the illiteracy itself. 
In 19001 the South contained 24% of the Native 
whites and 64% of the illiterate native whites. The hope 
of the southern illiterates is that they are not a degener-
ate and criminal type as in the North, but a pure blooded, 
hardy race of people closely akin in blood and habits to 
the best northern citizens. 
The census of 1900 showed the illiteracy was 
on the dioline in the South. ~la. had reduced hers from 
49% in 1880 to 32% in 1901; Tennessee had reduced hers 
from 36% in 1880 to 20% in 1901; Georgia had reduced hers 
from 48% in 1880 to 29% in 1901. ~ (6) 
In the same time each of the New England states 
with the exception of Rhode Island, had added to both their 
percent and their agregate male illiteracy from 1880 to 1900. 
The value of the school to a co-operative society 
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extends beyond what is merely learned in books. The child 
is taught punctuality, that orders must be obeyed, and that 
an obligation is a sacred thing. There is an orderly way 
of doing things. {7) This is exemplified in methods of 
learning and methods of preparing his work. There is a 
time to be silent, to command ourself, nd to listen. But 
the greatest is to learn the art of association. This get-
ting together inspires confidence and frankness in thought. 
When the child leaves the school, he should become a member 
of some society to continue the training. Cont~c t with 
teachers or leaders of higher ideals and greater ability, 
has an elevating tendency. 
The meetings of a society will tend to increase 
the stability of the community. The South is probably more 
akin to ~uropean countriesin this r~ spect than any other 
section of the United States. This is especially so among 
the negroes and the poor whites. They would rather under-
go hardships than leave their friends and birthplace • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ............................ . 
(6) 12th census of U.S. Vol.2 1 Table L.V. 
(7) Murphy - The Present So~th. 
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Education is needed along sanitary linos to insure 
better health to the poorer class of southerners. There 
is need of prevention of such diseases as the hook-worm and 
the spread of malaria, due to unsanitary methods of constru-
cting houses and keeping ~ater. 
Simple systems of drainage and tiling will have to 
be installed in the country homes to prevent the breeding 
of flies and mosquitoes. The importance of this will 
become obvious later on. 
Many of these diseases of the South are caused by 
such insects and when fruit is touched by them, or handled 
by infected persons, it becomes a carrier of disease. This 
is especially true of frti.it shipped at a low temperature. 
The germs are in a semidormant state. Califcrnia and other 
high or arid regions have but little to do with such precau-
tions as are needed in a noist southern climate. 
The growers of fruits and perishable produce in the 
South have experienced difficulties of the same nature as 
those of California and Michigan with the Railroads and 
private car companies. 
The year 1876 saw the Georgia State Horticultural 
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soeiety formed and the next JtJar they sent a few peaches 
to New York. These sold for a~out $10 00 per bu. They 
were wrapped in moss to kee~ them, and later peaches were 
sent by express and pony refrigerators. In 18821 the 
Railways furnished the first refrigerator cars for this 
section, but due to poor service, they were not profitable. 
They stimulated theplanting of orchards and furnished the 
incentive for a better service. (8) Florida sent her first 
carload of Straw-berries in a refriger&tor car in the year 
1888 and her first car of oranges in 1889. The Armour Co. 
seeing the profits to be made in this region, came in. 
They made and an exclusive contract with the Central of 
Gorgia in 1889 and later on, Wth all of the important roads 
in the Basing point system except the Ill. Central, to 
furnish cars for the hand.ling of the perishable goods. 
They controlled the shipment of such freight teyohd the 
Ohio, and Mississippi with the exception of the Santa Fe, 
the GoUld1 Penn and Merger lines. (9) They virtually had 
.. ' ........................................................ . 
(8)"Private Freight Cars and Am. R.R." L.n.H. Weld A.M. 
Columbia University Studies, Vol. 31. 
(9)"Ray s. Baker R.H. on trial. McClure Magazine, Nov. 1905. 
p. - 398 411. 
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the South or their connections. They were nble to take 
over the iceing charges which jumped 10o% to 500~. The 
Railroads still did the iceing in most instances charging 
Armour the same price that they formerly did while the 
Armour Co. collected the entire amou~t of the charge from 
the shipper. As an example of this monoply charge, the 
c ase of Dicker Ind. will show the difference. Before 
the Armcur contract, the charge for iceing a car was $27 50, 
after'.~rards $50 63. A line not ii_nder Armour's contro+ made 
a rate of $30 00 from New Orleans at the same time. 
When the Ill. Central made an iceing charge of $15 
from Memphis to Chicago, an Armour lino charged $73.92 for 
shipping frow Gibson Tenn., to Chicago, practically the 
same distance as from Mempnis. 
Shipment to the Ohio river points we =e just as 
bad. The Ill. Central delivered Pineapples for fll.37 
from New orleans to Cincinnati, while an irmour line charged 
$45 00 from Mobile for iceing. 
The Armour l i ne cars are not i nspected by the 
railroad officials. They accept the companies looks for 
it. Because of this neither is willing to take the re- · 
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sponsibility for damge done in transit. 
The private lines have been very negligent about 
getting cars on the sidings at the proper time. Chadbourn 
N. c. is a grea.t strawberry center. In May 7th, 19051 
the growers had 65 carloads of berries picked and ready for 
shipment, but only four cars came. (10) 
Mr. J. s. Westbrook of Wallace N.C . writes that 
on May 5 1 1905 1 they had not had a c ·ar within five days 
and their only ohipments were on pick up trains, which were 
destined for N~w York City. Their association had posted 
the Refrigerator Car Co. 1 and expected about 2 500 cars to 
move the crop. Berries shipped on the pick up trains were 
worth from nothing to $1 50 per crate, while if they had had 
the proper cars, they could have sold them for f 2.50 to 
$3.00 cash at the station. It was estimated that that sec-
tion lost $6 000 000 00 in one season. Armour ~~s compellda 
to pay claims amounting to $75 000 00 for the Chadbourn dis-
trict. (ll) 
............................................................ 
(10). The Armour Refrigerator Car Conspiracy exposed. 
Arena 33; Jan. 105 1 page 147 w. G. Joerns. 
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With such conditions to face men are not going to 
embark in co-operative undertakings. All the efforts ex-
pended to raise and marker are in vain, if the produce is 
to spoil on the track due to the negligence of rail '.vays and 
car lines. The prospedt is not all that could be desired. 
If the car lines were paid per diem only for the use of that 
cars and the Rail Roads were compelled to ice the cars as 
a part of transportation, cars would go directly to their 
destination and not on round about routes. 
Government control would bec:iome effective if the 
I. c. c. would issue orders on a reasonable cl:. arge for ice-
ing, making it as near uniform as possible. so far the 
Commission has held that it has jurisdiction over the 
iceing but has not issued orders. rt has, however, 
pronounced on what it considers a reasonable charge. (12) 
If the Railway offjcials of the Refrigerator 
Car department of the Southern Systems could get together 
and use their cars under common rules, they could probably 
by using each other's cars meet the de~ands of one section 
during its busy season, then use all their care in another. 
as each section requires. This will relieve the R. R. 
from the necessity of owning sufficient cars to serve its 
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own section for a small rushed period, 
Aiter the need of education and facilities for 
transportation to aid in producticn, a credit svsteru is next 
in importance. The present credit system among the tenants 
and planters is as antiquated as was the educational standard 
and shippine facilities. 
The present system is so manipulated that the re-
turn for the credit given is hidden 'in the advanced price 
of supplies and sale price of what the plm.nter offers for 
dispoaal. 
According to M.E.Hammond, (13), the planter signs 
a contract to deliver all of his crop to the merchant for 
the privilege of guylhng on time, those necessities of life. 
required by him during the growing season. No other mer-
chant will trust him for the crop is mortgaged. This 
compells the planter to pay the merchant his price and 
accept for his crop what the merchant is willing to give • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(12). 10 I. c. c. Report Page 590. 
(13). The Cotton Industry. The American Econ. Association, 
1897, Vol. I. Chap. V. 
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The banks were afraid to advance money to the ten-
ants and poor planter. They were unable to keep in close 
touch with them, as the small merchant coUld do. The char-
acter of the borrower was such that it was an unsafe invest-
ment. The merchant could limit the amount of purchases, 
especially of the negro tenant. Where money has been ad-
vanced for a season, it has been known that the negro spent 
it all for luxurious living the first two months. The 
poor whites are about the same. ~lavery banished thrift 
and some svstem must be instituted to bring a return, that 
will give the planter and producer of the South, a source 
of credit on men reGardless of their property. 
T. H. Calloway (14), relates the efforts of the 
negro to establish savings banks in the South. In 1887 1 
the Grand Fountain, a Central bank at Richmond, Virginia, 
was chartered, and it established 33 other negro savings 
banks. These banks discounted papers for the colored peopie 
and kept their deposits.~ They did a business of $16 308 
824 86 to date of 1908. The Fountain was solid. In the 
panic of 1893, it was the only bank in Richmond that did 
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not cease to pay out specie, a case paralled to the Italian 
Banks. 
Through the help of the Fountain, mercantile and 
building associations were established to aid the negroes. 
Many other attempts were made by the negroes for saving. 
Some of them were very successful. The negroes boast of 
one bank controlled wholly by women. On the whole the 
negroes have been successful in their efforts to establish 
savings banks. 
Since 1900, the ~outh has made great progress in 
Banking. Her banks rose from 1 617 in 1900 to 5 143 in 
1909, all of which are reporting banks. tmis is an in-
crease of 218%. Of these 4 961 are commercial banks. (15). 
This is a very encouraging increase but for that 
portion of the South along the coast where produce and fruit 
are the principal crops. These banks are not doing what 
they should for the poor grower. 
Conditions have been discussed and remedies pre-
scribed but until some man comes forth that ~11 give his 
time and energy to arouse the southern to a realization of 
his needs and the possibility of self-help, to work among 
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them as a fellow helper, giving himself to establish a credit 
society, the outsider's discussions and remedies will be 
useless. Like all other institutions of this class, the 
South will develop its own institution that is adapted to 
its peculiar needs. To say that the Gernan, Italian, 
Canadian or any other co-operative s~stem is the best for 
the ~outh, is not a rational assertion. The object is the 
same, but the problesm of how to encourage thrift, and what 
is the best method of loan'ng or granting credit td the humb-
lest classes of a community, must be worked out slowly, 
and by the people themselves. Honesty and moral fibre 
cannot be grafted into a community and bear friut the same 
as where it is germinated and grows out of the people. 
Honesty must OE rooted in the comm ,nity. Each one must 
feel the need of it in himself as n:uch as in his neighbor • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(14) Worlds ork. Vol 16 1908. Page 10348 - 51. 
(15) -National Monitary Commission. Statistic for U.S. 
1867 - 1909. A. Pratt Andrew. 
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The credit banks must grow from very meagre beginnings, 
keeping progress with the patrons. When the patrons of 
the bank become versed in banking and learn the essentials 
of banking, they can be permitted to extend the functions 
of their bank. The South must work it out. She will 
then understand the solution and in case of difficulties 
will be prepared to surmount them. 
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CHAPTER vr. THE NEGRO. 
At the 12tr census (1) there were 8 833 994 
negroes in the United States, and of those over 8 000 000 
were in the ~outhenn States. If the negro had increased 
in the same ratio as the vhites did from 1790 to 1900 there 
should now be 14 599 136. 
There are two conceptions of the negro in the 
minds of the whites. We have the old time d.arkey and the 
present shiftless class of negroes. e think kindly of 
the old time darkey because we see him as the better class 
of Southerners looked upon their faithful slaves. e 
have the idea of the noero today as a shiftless being be-
cause we see him thru the medium of the poorer class of 
whites and our own experiences ith the worst darkies. 
These views are neither correct nor just to the negro. 
There were bad darkies and the are good negroes today if 
we but look for them. 
There are different types of negroes as there are 
of hites. The negroee of Virginia, Kentucky and Qther 
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border states are the descendants of the better negroes. 
The planters sent their unruly ones off down the river. 
This accounts for the depravity of the negroes in the ex-
treme south to a certain degree. 
Slavery did more than to separate the good from 
the bad. It restrained the evil tendencies of the bad 
element of the race, but it also restrained the nobler im-
pluses of the better class of negroes. When these restra-
ints were removed, the negro was free to follow his own de-
sires. Those who desired to live profligate lives were 
unhindered by governmental restrictions, but the nobler 
aspirations were not fostered, and because of rebuffs and 
deceptions many of the more intelligent negroea became 
suspicious of the North as well as of the ~outh, and helped 
in degenerating the race by spreading discontent and 
suspicion of every one. 
•..• As has been stated the negro is coming to have 
the right of citizenship, to demand schools, and thru in-
dustrial educatio_, he is being fitted for work. The 
.................... ' ....................................... . 
(1) 12th United States Census of Population 1790 - 1900. 
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negro has been a slave since the emancipation because of 
his unfitness for work. He has not been happy even tho 
he appears contented in his shiftless condition. He is 
not fitted for life. The negro is capable of attaining 
a higher standard of living. He differs from the Chinese 
of Japanese, in accepting our ideals of religion and social 
customs, a:id spends his money freely for •them. 
The destiny of the negro in the Routh depends upon 
adiusting himself to economic and social forces that make 
for the preservation of any race. 
As long as conditions are such that plantations 
can be run and cotton raiaed, the negro will be needed and 
will be used in his present iBnorant state. The con-
ditions of the South are fa0t approaching the point where 
the plantation is unprofitable and small farms are the rule. 
With the plantation system broken up, the negro 
has two alternatives. If he takes the first and moves into 
the city and works for the stronger rac41 he becomes a 
victim to the criminal class and degenerates. If he takes 
the second, he must remain in the country and ' in order to 
maintain his race integrity, he must own land. This 
integirty will depend upon his self-sufficiency and ability_ 
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to handle his land economically. 
The negro must take pride in himself as a negro, 
if he is to preserve himself as a social entity. A l 
ideas of race fusion must be rejected. He must not think 
that dimocracJ in the south requires it or that democracy 
depends upon it. 
The negroes must co-operate with one another in 
their efforts to become self-sufficient, and they must keep 
entirely separate from the white as a social unity. They 
must co-operate with them in an industrial way. 
If the negro wishes to form a co-operative aociety 
for the purpose of raising and selling fruits and vegetables, 
he must segregate himself from the whites. He will be com-
pelled to do this in order to get land, for no colonization 
company will sell him land in a ~hite communit~ for the pur-
pose. The negroes have an opportunity to form distributive 
societies whenever there are enough to support one. The 
·.vhi tee of the south permit the negro to enter most of the 
occupations, and ill patronize them if they give a service 
equivalent to that of the whites. The South has barred 
the negroee from politics to a great extent ·, but ha "lot 
. -
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abridged their right to make a living as the North has 
done thru its labor ul).ions.- Here the negroea are 
not allowed to work as a non-unionist, and in the large 
stores they are crowded out. 
In order to have co-operation between the white 
societies andthe black societies, they must exchange op-
inion and judge them out side of their own experiences. 
The societies must have confidence in each other, rather 
than total agreement. If they do not agree, they should 
admit it and not disguise or withhold what they really think. 
The negro needs candid treatment and helpful criticisms and 
aids. If these are carried out, there will be a return 
to the younger generation of negroes some of the old time 
confidnnce restored, the sons of the South can lead the 
negro out of his present degraded state into a more self-
aufficient and respectable position in society. 
The question as to whether the whites are to 
organize the negroes into society or whether they are 
merely to set an example· and let the more progressive 
negroes effect their own organization arises. I believe 
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that the latter is the better policy. The negroes will 
not be led to distrust the motives of the organizer. If 
they need assistance, let them appeal to the whites,.and 
let it be given in an unofficial manner. 
As an example of the possibility of the negro 
forming a society, I shall relate the efforts of the Hon. 
~. L. Smith (2) of Oakland, Texas, beginning in the fall 
of 1889. Mr. Smith was then a sclloolmaster in a rural 
school near Oakland. After reading an account of the 
village improveme~t societies of Litchfield, Conn. and 
farmington, Mass., he conceived the idea that if the whites 
could better themsel~es by co-operation, the negro could 
do the same. 
The negroeo 1,irnre in a destitute condition. Only 
one family had a house of more than t~o rooms to live in. 
The appearance of their part. of town was very uninviting 
and tumbled down. 
In the month of December of 1889, Mr. Smith called 
the negroes together in a general mass meeting, at , hich 
the Village Improvement Society of Oakland, Texas, was 
organized • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
(2) R •. L. Smith, An uplifting negor Co-operative~ociety. 
World's ork. Vol. 16 - 1908, p.- 10462. 
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The first attempt wa~ meagre. The inhabitants straight-
ened up their fences, and did what they could w:i thou t ex-
pending money which they did no possess. The hope of the 
society lay in having a bountiful crop. The crop proved 
good, but when the members had sold to the merchant to 
cancel their debts, they ?Tere left with but little, if any 
money to carry on production next year, much less to im-
prove their houses. To overcome the credit system, 
Mr. Smith organized a Farmera Improvement Society on a 
co-operative basis. He 1,vas able to raise about one 
hundred dollars, and two members went down to Houston, 
Texas. They purchased supplies and procured, in some 
instances, enough to run the family thru, with what meat 
and corn they had saved for the next year. 
The difference in the price of the credit store 
and the co-operative supply, can be illustrated by oom-
paring the prices of a few commodities. The molasses that 
cost 75 cents per gallon at t h store could be had for 45 
cents. Sugar that cost $1.00 at the store could be had 
for 46 cents at the co-operativw store room. 
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When it was seen that the men could co-operate, 
the women were organized. Their society is known as the 
Women's Barnyard Auxiliary of the Farmers Improvement So -
iety. 
Emphas;s was placed upon the importance of the prp-
ducti on and sale of good eggs, chickens and butter. After 
six years time thevillage had so improved that they were 
able to erect a two-story school house, and a church costing 
one thousand dollars. Their homes had grown so that four 
and five roomed houses, well painted, were the order. 
In the year 1896 1 Mr. Smith was nominated and el-
ected tp the state legislature cy- both negro and white Vl:l.tess. 
He was so encouraged in his work that he called the first 
delegated assembly of the moveme~t. This Annual Convoca~ 
tion, as it ~as called, adopted forms for reports, to give 
information concerning the movement, and plans for larger 
organizations. He took what was nearest at hand. He 
organized on the same principle as the fraternal societies, 
with which the negroes were familiar. There are twelve 
degrees given solely on the merit of the member .• To the 
member who ran three months of the year without opening an 
account, was conferred the first degree; the second was 
given for running six months; the third for nine months; 
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and the fourth for twelve months. These degrees were call-
ed coming degrees. The fifth degree was given to the mem-
ber who could run one ye ar and save twenty-five dollars; 
the sixth to the member who could save one hundred dollars; 
the seventh to the member who could save ona hundred and 
fifty dollars; and the eitht to him vilo could save two 
hundred dollars. These degrees designated the members 
as possible land owners. The process went on until the 
twelfth degree, w·hich enti:tled the member of the society, 
a member of the Annual Convocation ' ithout election. 
All other delegates must pass up at least one degree to be 
re-delegated to the Convocation. 
This placed the most intelligent and industrious 
negroes at the head of the association to act as ~~ey thought 
best, without fear of losing their office or degree, if they 
could save four hundred or more dollars. 
The society spread and after Mr. Smi th's second 
election, annual fairs were held at Columbus, the county 
seat of Colorado Co., where speakers came to talk and en-
lighten the members. All religious and political sub-
jects were barred. 
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The societies continued to increase in number and 
wealth •ntil in October 19071 the Famous Improvement Society 
had 475 organized groups, ~ith 9 256 members, owning 71 439 
acres of Dand, valued at $275 000 1 and having further ex-
pended $58 148 in improvements in the year 1906 - 7. 
Such a record with an additional sum of $50 000 spent fer 
the spread of co-o-eration in a year would not be a dis-
credit to a white population. 
Booker T. Washington is doing a similar work in 
connection with his school to put the negro in posession 
of his home. At their meetings they discuss methods of 
farming, modes of fann life, and how best to utilize their 
time. 
The negroes have been emancipated from the neces-
sity of buying from the stores on credit where the societies 
exist, but a greater benefit accrues to them by being able 
to hold their cotton and to sell it in large consigrunents 
to the Galveston, New Orleans and Mobile markets, and not 
to the credit merchant. 
These associations will be for the older members 
what the schools are for the children, and added to this 
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is the ·inducement to keep the negro at home, away from the 
coutt-room, or lounging on the street corners, talking and 
thinking about crime. 
To show that the neg ·~O can become a valuable citizen 
and respected by the whites, I need but quote from the Hous-
ton Post of Nov. 14, 1896. "He {Mr. Smith) came to this 
state in 1885 and has resided continuously at Oakland. 
Here he has completely tranaf ormed the character of the Negro 
Settlement, and today it is doubtful if in the whole state 
there is a more valuable class to the population of any town 
than these. Here there are thrifty, enterprising, law-
abiding, intelligent and moral negroea,- neg~oes who are 
the possessors of homes and public buildings, and to no 
man is more credit due than to Prof. Smith, who has ever 
held himself in readiness ~ th his time, talent and money 
to keep abreast with the strides of civilisation, prosperity 
and modern progress." 
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CHAPTER VII. 
Since 1905, the South has made rapid stri'des in 
- their organizations. At that time The Farmers Educational 
and Co-operative Union of America and the Southern Cotton 
Aasociation were both reorganized. The former tho origi-
nating in the South is a national society with approxi-
mately 3 000 000 members of W1.ich 2 000 000 are active. 
Its membership is limited to producers. The latter is not 
quite so strong in member ship, it does not limit its member-
ship to producers. Bankers, _Merchants and all are ad-
mi tted. The object of these associations is to control 
the minimum prices of cotton and the output which places 
them outside of a purely co-operative society. They are 
trying to int~oduce diversified farming in order to make 
the cotton grower more self sufficient but de not give him 
a chance to get credit ~nd mortgage system but give noth-
ing '00 take its place. They have established ware-houses 
for cotton and are successful in makoing shipments for its 
members. They advocate fruit and vegetable culture and 
have tried to introduce it in the system of cotton cul-
ture so that the farmer might have an ibcollie aaoh month 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. .. (1). Report of Commissioners of Corp•t on Cotton Exchanges. 
Part V - l909 Dec. 6 1 1909. 
_5z-~ . 
of the year. Where any considerable mumber of the members 
have turned to these avenues of culture, they have found 
the Association unprepared to handle the exceaa not demand-
ed by the home market. In order to meet the difficulties 
Associations for the care of freuits and vegetables have 
been formed along with the associations that handle staple 
crops. Perishable crops in the south vt>uld ind.lude many 
of the northern staples such as potatoes, cabbage, etc., 
that are gathered at a time of year when a few days expos-
ure would spcfl. them. 
The first Company sueceasfully organized to handle 
produce alone i6 to be found in Va. for a series of years 
previousto 1899 1 the growers of produce at Olney Va. on 
the Eastern Shore shipped their goods independently. Later 
bro~ers came in and purchased the produce and exchanged 
with Northern commission houses. This was very unsatis-
factory. These brokers would give credit to the growers 
and hold them up to high interest and hard terms. When 
the crop was plentiful they paid just what they pleased. 
Albert H. l.icMath (l) the pre.3ent secretary of ih e 
Eastern shore of Va., Produce Exchange related that from 
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1895 to 1900 sweet potatoes went down to 30 and 40¢ per 
bbl. in th~ late fall. They cost the growers one dollar 
per bbl., to market. He further relates that,"the growers 
were convinced that farmero must organize and do their 
own marketing on a co-operative plan~" they advertised 
their scheme and called a mass meeting Sept., 17, 1899. 
The farmers were doubtful and the brokers were certain that 
it would be a splendid failure. They had no model to guide 
them. One ofthe members of tho committe after being ap-
pointed,"to draft an outliije on the working plans pf a 
Produce Exchange for the Eastern Shore~,said, "We had 
no precedents to fall back on, no working plans of any 
other association like the one we wanted to form, We 
met night aft er night and talked it over and scrapped 
it ~ut among ourselves". (1) 
The association was incorporated Jan. 6, 1900, and 
its present constitution and by laws were approved Oct. 25, 
1906. The association shipped 400 000 bbls. and crates, 
for its members the firat yei:a' after it was organized. 
For the year 1910 with its 33 local divisions, consisting 
............................................................. 
(1) Saturday Evening Post July 16, 1910, co-operative Va., 
Potatoe s, 1fm Payne. 
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of 42 shipping points, there were shipped l 400 000 bbls, 
and crates. About 85% of the shipments are potatoes in 
bbls., today where formerly sweet potatoes were the prin-
ciple crpp. 
The association was capitalized at f50 000 
consisting of 10,000, $5.00 shares. No share holder may 
own over l~ of the shares. Each share has a vote and any 
one may become a member by purchasing a share. These may 
be purchased by the payment of 25¢ down and small instalment 
payments ther~after until paid for. 
These shares have been paying from 10% to 5Cf/o 
dividends and have risen in value until today they sell at 
$12 to $17 per share. The shares are hard to get and men 
who wish to use the association may do so by purchasing a 
shippers provilige which cost one dollar. 
A negro is not allowed to own shares unless they 
are registered in some vnite man's name who votes for him 
at the meetings. The negro may own shipping priviliges 
if he desires. About 40% of the population is colored 
and this provision does not debar them from the advant-
ages of the association. There are about 2 000 membera 
in the association and 1 500 who own shipping prmvileges. 
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Each member belongs to one of the 33 divisiont and his 
shares are registered in that division where he lives~ 
Each division elects one director to the Board of Direc-
tors who "have full management of active business of the 
Exc!1ange". ( 1) In ca·se an :)utsider owns shares he has no 
vote for the director and if one local division owned a 
majority of shares it w::iuld have but its one director to 
represent it. This keeps the management of the association 
in the hands of the producers. A famil~: might hold a rul -
ing part of the shares but not a ruling vote when so dis-
tributed. 
Each division elects its own local director and 
agents. The Board of directors may remove these upon 
complaint and call for ne~ appointments. (2) 
The Board of DirectorG appoint local inspectors 
to sea that grades and methods of packing are ~ept up to 
the requirej standard. This keeps the inspedtor free from 
the local influence that would prevail if he were under 
the looal stockholders. (3) 
............................................................ 
(1) Constitution of Exchange Art. 4 ~ect. 7. 
(2) Art. 5 Sect. 2 
(3) Art. 5 Sect. 10 
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This is most essential considering the fact that the 
associati~n spends about $15 000 per year for inspection 
and the establishment of brands and trade marks. These 
are becoming well known and possess value. The asso-
ciation has its ~gents in Chicago, Buffalo, Boston, 
Cincinattm, and Toronto. The agents are ready to step 
in and adjust any claims on the part of commission men 
as regardw goods that are not up to grade or unsaleable. 
In this way the Association has been able to pick out the 
reliable commission houses and today they have a list of 
approved houses with whom they have dire::t connection by 
telegraph and telephone. 
The method of disposing of the produce is simple. 
The local agent finds out about what the shipments ~ill be 
each day in advance. The head office finds out about what 
the market will be for them. The inspector grades the 
goods and seas that only one grade ie allowed in a car. 
Urion receipt of the car the central makes out a chack 
for it to the local agent who in turn makes out checks 
to the growers that filled the car. Every member gets 
the same price for the a~~e grade of goods on the same da.~ 
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The exchange takes all responsibili-+-y of collection, of 
bad debts, and loss of time in payment. Tho the k :> so-
cia ti on never loans, it helps producers by thus giving , 
ready money for t~e growers to go on for the next crop. 
The exchange has accumulated a surplus of $80 000 
with this reserve they were able to prevent the bears from 
lowering prices below the cost of production by consigning 
their shipments to other markets when a bear movement 
was on. One case may be cited to illustrate this. 
The New Work commission men decided that $1 EO ler bbl., 
was too mi.ich for potatoes. New York quotations on pro-
duce contro~s other markets and what they offer is a cri-
terion for the whole country. In this case they offered 
one dollar per bbl., which is 25¢ per bu. The Association 
received word of the movement before it took effect, and 
consigned their shipments to other m~rkets, and none to 
New York. By the end of the week potatoes were $3.25 per 
bbl., in New York City. The bears came around and made 
peace with the association. Today the association aims 
to put only the best stock on the New York market, thereby 
keeping up the quotations. 
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The association is financed by flat commission of 5% on 
all of its member's shipments. To insure adequate ship-
ments, the association demands that the memberg sell thru 
it. Prices and quotations depends upon this so the members 
are willing to submit to it. 
The peach growers of Georgia suffered many 
hardships before organizing their Fruit Exchange. Within 
the last two years that they have done business as a ex-
change they have been able to consign their shipments t o 
advantage. Their whole peach crop has to be marketed 
within five or six weeks and this requires a wide market. 
Unlike the Georgia Fruit Exchange the Florida 
Cities exchaDge ha r:; had strong competi t <ilr for the markets. 
It has been a pioneer in the Fruit business in Florid.a as 
the eastern Shere Produce Exchange was a pioneer in its re-
gion. 
The Florida Citrus ~xchange is modelled after the 
California ~xchange. To Lo into detail concerning this 
Florida Ci t. rus Exchange would require n,any pages. To 
rela te the most important features of the organization will 
give an adequate idea of its scope and purpose. 
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The object of the exchange is •to obtain for an honest 
grower, ~ho tenders it honest fruit, honestly packed an 
honest price for his product and we are against anybody 
vho attempts to bxing about any condition other than this."l· 
The exchange is state wide with one sub-exchange in each 
county composed of associations of the growers in the 
co:.nty. 
stock. 
The Exchange has no shares to sell and no capital 
It collects for whatever goes -'thru its hands and 
remits to the sub-exchange and from there it goes to the 
grower thru his packing agent the asociation. The 
exchange tries to adjust claims against the Railroads. 
It assumes no financial obligations for damages. Out 
of 37 claims amounting to $61 240.26 filed by the ex-
change for damages fy freezing it collected v5, 628.97 
or 90.3% of the claim. Members of the Traffic Depart-
ment are doing their beat to enforee favorable rates and 
adequate shipping facilities. On Nov. 15, 1900, they 
served not ice on the R. R. Co. that they ... ould require 
ventilated refrigrator equipment exclusively. The sub-
exchange and associations are co~cerned ith picking and 
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packing. They take the fruit from the tree in the grove 
compelling the pickers and packers to use gloves and not 
bruise the fruit. By thus co-operating they use naoh-
inery and grade much more successfully than they could other-
wise. Handling oranges with gloves has decreased the de-
cay 10% at a cost of 1/3 ¢ per box, besides the financial 
saving there is also a sanitary advantage gained. 
The Tampa Florida Board 0 f Trade in th~ir 
report of Feb. 1911, in commenting upon the Citrus Fruita 
wrote, "The price of oranges so far this season has been 
63¢ a box more than last year, and last year the price was 
some 20¢ a box in excess of the previous year. The day 
is past in Florida when the average price ia 75¢ per box. 
The year 1911 will see the Florida Citrus exchange stronger 
than ever for the independant shippers are learning that 
their salvation lies in co-operation and the growers outside 
of the exchange who have been receiving returns of $+ 00 
per box will get on the band ~agon for the $1 82 average". 
The exchange handled 1,506,900 boxes ~nd crates 
in the ye~r 1910 and received net $2,003,548.93. The 
•••• t •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(1) Win Chase Ten.ple Prearr.ble to the Conatitution of the Exchange. 
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annual value of the agricultural products. of the south io 
estimated at $2,500,000,000. (l) The Exchange does a 
business equal to almost one one-thousand part of the south 
and from fruit alone . ~hen the South becomes as well 
organized as Calif~rnia and when her groves are developed 
and gardens are established, her annual agricultural prod-
ucts will be greatly in excess of $2,500,000,000. 
The exchange maintains itself by charging a 
commission for handJ:ing fruit which is considered by the 
directors to be needed. If there is an excess it is used 
to further the growers interests. Political and Re-
ligious questions are barred. It is the duty of every 
member to teach non-members the methods of conducting 
business in the exchange and the advantages derived from 
it. If a negro has fruit to sell the whites will handle 
it but he cannot ascertain whether he is barred from office 
or not. I supnose that the same prejudice prevails there 
as in the other white societies. Even an association of 
negroea would be unsatisfactory. They ould demand the 
right of sending one of their members to represent them-
. . . . . . . . . . . . ............................................... ' 
(1) Report of Tampa Board of Trade. Feb. 19bl· 
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selves in the general meetings. This question is not of 
great importance at preJent. The negroes have not been 
fruit growers but with the advancement of the race they 
will turn to this occupation even tho it requires thrift 
and postponement of a return until some future time. 
If the neeroes are willing to have a white man to represent 
them as in the Eastern Shore of Va.: Produce Exchange, 
the difficulty may be adjusted. 
The South has the same problems as the other 
parts of the u. s. in disposing of its produce and fruits 
after getting them in the Northern markets. The most 
satisfactory plan is to auction their shipments in city 
markets on side tracks furnished~ some of the R. R.'e 
for the purpose. Selling F. o. B. has not proven sat-
isfactory the commission man has1he advantage in every case. 
The producers in the South have been able by co-
operation to deal directly with the merchant and distri-
butor of his fruits and vegtables in the North. They will 
be able to protect their gro,vers and the property fron 
im~ostors who would sell deceased or infected stock. 
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Chapter VIII. 
As a conelusion to this thesis I wish to sum the 
advantages of co-operation as they have manifested themsel-
ves in the South; and what the future holds in store for 
the producer of perishable fruits and vegetables. 
The people of the south are descendants of 
immigrants who, in Europe, depended u·;on their crops to 
sustain them and trade for what they needed in the way of 
manufactured goods. They arenaturallY an aristocratic 
people. It took a great struggle and a reconstruction 
period full of suffering and dissappointments to make them 
feel for the down-trodden and rely on each other as a neces-
sary prop to keep them up. The old southern gentleman 
could not give up so it devolved upon the soh to make the 
first step in the economics and industrial life of the 
South. The influx of 1orthern people and time have mel-
lowed the feelings of rivalry and feuds of the earlier days. 
If.en do not belong to families or. planta +.icns to the extent 
that they did. They are thought of as belonging to a 
cdnmnuni "::y. Co-operation will further this concept and as 
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men grow fruit and vegetables, they will live close to-
gether and come in contact oftener. This closer rela-
tion and frequent contact will develpp a social conscience 
founded on the basis of community self-sufficiency rather 
than on hospitality, and its attendant duties. 
Thia social conscience is lacking in the negroes. 
They are a race without a flag, a nationality, a social 
entity or any of the precedents that nake for a race. The 
negroes are strong in imitation power, and have been compel-
led to work not as an individual but as a group. Co-
operation has had a virgin field to work on among them. 
There were no prejuOices or precedents to overcome. They 
take to the co-operation idea naturally. They are a 
child race with a tendency to pattern after and connect 
themselves to something rather than stand alone. I do 
not look to see the negroes contribute much to co-operation 
saMe members and associations. I believo that it will 
do more for the neg~oes socially than in any other way. 
The negroes are limited by nature for the enjoyments of life 
that require the greatest efforts, but he does desire those 
pleasures that are ~ithin their scope, and will not forgo 
them for future goods. They nay become better in quality 
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but we can expect them to remain rather in the pleasures 
of the senses than those ~f the intellectual. 
If co-operation can help to make the negro a 
moral be i ng, it will have done enough. If it merely fur-
nishes him w1th plenty to eat, a good house to live, and 
necessary clothes and medical attendance no more should 
be asked. 
The development of the social conscience is but 
the first st·ep with the white man. co-opera ti on will be 
a series of experiment in all of its different phases. 
Each association should work with the Federal officials 
giving imported plants and seeds a trial under different 
environments. .Many imported fruits are impr oved ' ! the 
change and be inbreeding. Upon this depends the kinds 
of crops to be produced and their manner of cultivation 
in the future. 
The South has developed a demand for its goods 
when it has some reliable assocaation's brand on them. 
The good of this is reflected by the Co~ission men as 
well as the producer. If a state wide association 
does not approve of a commission house in the future, it 
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will be considered as suffieient evidence by all other 
shippers to beware of that house. It will in this wa~ 
uplift the moral conscience as well as the industrial con-
scienc·e of the northern commission men. They will pro-
bably be able to tell you from what point they receive 
their goods. If they don't, the associations can find 
it out for you. 
Probably the greatest benefit conferred on the 
South.by co-operation is its power to restrain the im-
pulaive southerner and make him think. Re has never been 
a shrewd business man. He thinks of his fellowman more 
as a guest, a neighbor, or as a friend than the Yankee 
does. He tries to do the square thing in his slow way 
and expects the same of others. Co-operaticn emphasizes 
punctuality rather than procrastination. The southerner 
needs this. These conditions have made it possible for 
the unscruplous money lenders to get a foot-hold in the 
South. They give credit, bi ·1ding the borrower hand and 
foot, then await until they have him securely then keep 
him a slave to a debt. This evil haaped upon the other 
misfortunes of the southerner has crippled his resources. 
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But these misfortunes are goods in disguise. Without 
them co-operation would be slow in com:ng. It has im-
pressed upon the young southerner the fact that they must 
forget old differences and get together if they are to 
survive as a ruling class under the new economic conditions. 
We may well regret the lo~s of the old ideals but the new 
should compensate us for them. Man must work and the 
southerner must work and respect himself and others who 
work. ~ith farming taught in the school in which all 
participate we have a leveling influence. The planter•s 
son working in a garden with a caracker 1 s son is giv-
en the first lesson in exalting the farmer and demon-
strating the value of better conditions. After a man 
has worked in a shhool garden whetner he becomes a far-
mer, a professional man, or anything else, he has to 
respect the man with the hoe, and will naturally feel 
more of an interest in gardening than if he had never 
done anything along that line. He rill be ready to eo-
operate and help. If he knows what a value it has to 
society, his efforts and money will go into it. As 
co-operation spreads in the south it ill cover more 
territory and propcrt making its security better. 
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Associations will become better known and will demand 
more respect and patronage. 
Because of these conditions and needs we may well 
hope that co-operation will succeed : n the south. It 
may assume different forms, but as long as the spirit is 
purely co-operative, we may give our unfailing support 
to those men, who, unselfishly, give their life and best 
efforts to solve the perplexing questions confronting 
the growers of perishable produce in the south, not only 
for their financial gains but for the health and well 
being of the nation. 
Finis. 
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